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Poppin', Assemble!
Introducing the all new Poppin' lineup.
Officially licensed by Marvel.
Get yours now







Poppin', Assemble!
Introducing the all new Poppin' lineup.
Officially licensed by Marvel.
Get yours now
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Caress Enamel Care Toothbrush
The softest toothbrush, period.
Add to Cart


                    
                    
                    
                    
                
                            












                        




            

            

            

            

            

            










My First Soniclean
Made with love, gentle and effective.
Add to Cart


                    
                    
                    
                    
                
                            








                        




            

            

            

            










Poppin' Milky Wayne (Cow) Toothbrush
Yes, this is a toothbrush.
Add to Cart




Kid's Favorites
Get your kids their favorite characters and make brushing fun!

























See More Licensed





BPA philates Free
We keep you and your family safe by only using BPA free materials in our products




Free Shipping
We work with our logistics closely so you never need to pay for shipping over $25.




Free Returns
If you don’t love your Brush Buddies products within 30 days, we’ll take it back for a full refund.











I'm a Dental Specialist. I knew the moment I saw this that this is one of the few toothbrush that can clean teeth underneath the gumline without damaging your gums. I will say this toothbrush removes all plaque from teeth and leaves my teeth incredibly smooth. I enjoy using it as well!!!! Definitely recommending to you and those close to me.

R.T WILSON
CARESS GUM CARE





My toddler smiled when he used his new toothbrush tonight. Typically it's a big of a struggle to brush teeth, but he thoroughly enjoyed using this vibrating toothbrush. The toothbrush head is really small, which is helpful for small mouths. And the light is genius bc you can see much easier in those tiny mouths with tiny teeth.

J.LUBETSKY
MY FIRST SONICLEAN





Immediately fell in love with this toothbrush upon the first use. I never cared about what toothbrush I used before, but that's not true anymore. This  toothbrush is like heaven, but only for your teeth and gums. Its a great polisher too. I brush my teeth more often with this toothbrush too. It feels that good.

ANDREW C.
CARESS ENAMEL CARE





My two toddlers love these toothbrushes. They are the perfect size for ages 2-4. The bristles are soft but strong. I love that each toothbrush is two different colors. That way when they both want a green one, there are two that have green. They are also super cheap - only about $1 each.

Jessica
Hot Wheels Manual Toothbrush





This is a good denture brush. It was smaller than my last one, but that's actually better because it makes it easier to clean my dentures and get in the smaller spots. Nice grip on the handle, the bigger bristles are soft and the smaller bristles are a little more firmer but does not scratch my dentures. Great price and fast shipping, I do recommend.

Angela Lecuyer
Denture Brush






My 3 year old loves Blippi, and when I found these, I knew I had to buy them. He's super excited about brushing his teeth now, and I like how many you get in the pack because I know they will last a long time. They have a good grip for his little hands, and the bristles seem good, not cheaply made.

Shannon
Blippi Manual Toothbrushes
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